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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0953813A2] The apparatus for heat treating a permeable web has a mesh roller with two spaced coaxial mesh roller mantles (5, 15'), at
least in the zone covered by the web round it. A width adjustment system (16-18) is between the outer (5) and inner (15) mesh roller mantles, with
adjustment through a spindle (21) on the mesh roller (5) axis. The inner mesh roller mantle (15) has a permeable zone (15') only for the minimum
roller working width. The width adjustment system has radially aligned bases (16, 17) in a ring shape between the mantles (5, 15), with arm links
(18) to the axial bearing mounting of the roller (5). The ring-shaped bases (16, 17) extend only over a ring segment which is covered by the web
material. The axial spindle (21) is surrounded by a hollow shaft (20), which carries an external ring bearing shell (19) with an axial sliding movement
for the arms (18) and the bases (16, 17) of the width adjustment mechanism. The hollow shaft (20) has a longitudinal slit for the width adjustment
system, with a drive lug (22) which meshes with the inner spindle (21) at one end and is bonded to the bearing shell (19) at the other end, to be
moved along the slit. The inner coaxial and permeable mesh roller mantle (15) is bonded to the inner cladding (8) so that it is keyed against rotation
for the outer mesh roller mantle (5) to rotate round it. The inner permeable section (15) of the mesh roller mantle is a circular segment, and the
remainder of the circle is formed by the remaining circular segment of the inner cladding (8). The inner mesh roller mantle (15) has an axial slit at
the movement zone of the arms (18) where they can pass through, and particularly at the air permeable segment. The ring-shaped bases (16, 17)
are between the mesh roller mantles (15, 5) at both ends of the mesh roller (5), and keep the width adjustment system central. The ring base units
(16, 17), with an axial setting, are held through three arms (18) and preferably two arms. The arms (18) are aligned radially over the inner mesh roller
mantle (15), between the two mantles (15, 5), and also axially outwards to the end sides of the roller (5). The cross-section of the free air passage
zone of the inner mesh roller mantle (15) is smaller than that of the outer roller mesh mantle (5). A further permeable zone (15) is axially outside the
air permeable zone (15') of the inner roller mesh mantle (15), with a much narrower free cross-section than the center zone (15').
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